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This work studies the question of global existence of weak solutions to Vlasov- 
Poisson-Fokker-Planck equations with spatial, or momentum, dimensions greater 
than, or equal to, three. We define a concept of weak solutions to these equations 
and show (i) global existence for plasma physical models with spatial (or momen- 
tum) dimensions greater than or equal to three, and (ii) global existence in three 
spatial dimensions with arbitrary data for the stellar dynamical case. ‘CJ’ 199 I 
Academic Press, Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The mathematical description of the state of a stellar system or a rarefied 
plasma has been based on collisionless models, These kinetic models are 
the Liouville-Newton or the Vlasov-Poisson system of equations in case 
the induced magnetic fields vary slowly. Such models consist of a nonlinear 
hyperbolic conservation law based on the underlying physics coupled with 
Poisson’s equation for determining the self-consistent gravitational or 
electrostatic forces. 
The model of collisionless plasmas-especially in the applied contexts of 
controlled fusion, and of laser fusion-is a highly idealized one. A way to 
incorporate collisional effects of a plasma with the background material 
(e.g., a plasma system in a thermal bath or “reservoir”) is to model the 
motion of an individual particle as Brownian motion caused by collisions 
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with the background. This conceptual model is then analogous to the 
classical description of the irregular-or Brownian-motion exhibited by 
particles of colloidal size immersed in a fluid. In the stellar dynamical con- 
text, one of the fundamental problems is to incorporate in the framework 
of a general theory the effect of encounters between stars; and stellar 
encounters under Newtonian inverse square attractions influence the 
motions of stars in the manner of Brownian motion [3], pp. 385-3861. 
The system of mathematical equations used to examine the resulting 
particle motion is the system of Langevin equations, in which a suitable 
stochasticity is included: In order to take into account the complex inter- 
action between the particles and the background [Z], the relevant system 
of stochastic differential equations is 
dx = v dt, 
dv = (E( t, x) - /?v) dt + fi db, 
where E(t, X) denotes the (self-consistent) electrostatic or gravitational 
field; p is a viscosity parameter; and CJ = @CT/m-. Here, T denotes the 
absolute temperature of the medium in which the plasma is confined, and 
X is the Maxwell-Boltzmann constant. The parameter m- denotes the 
mass of an electron and b is the standard N-dimensional Brownian motion. 
The Vlasov-Poisson-Fokker-Planck equations result when one incor- 
porates the above Langevin system of equations into the Vlasov or 
Liouville equation for determining the dynamic behavior of the expected 
distribution of particles with respect to position and momentum. Letting 
f(t, x, v) denote this distribution at time t, we see that our Vlasov-Poisson- 
Fokker-Planck system is [2] 
x, v) + v .V,f(t, x, 0) + (E(t, x) - Pv) .V,.f(t, x, 0) 
= N~f(t,x,o)+oA”f(t,x,v),(t,x,v)E[o,oo)xRNxRN, (1.1) 
where 
E(t, x, := - & j-N j&f+ IN [f(t, Y, v) - N&Y, v)] dv dy, 
= -V,U(t, x), (1.2) 
with 
u(t, x) := - (N- *I ON 5 IWN Ix- Yl - 
(N-2) 
f IWN kf(4 Y, v) -~,(Y, VII dyld;; 
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and 
fIt=o=f& u), (x, 0) E RN x RN. (1.4) 
Here, [WN denotes real N-dimensional positional or momentum space. In 
the plasma physical case, I := -4ne’/m-, where e is a unit of electric 
charge. The electrostatic or gravitational forces are denoted by E(I, x), with 
U(t, x), the potential. The function N,(x, u) represents the distribution of 
ions, which by their inertia form a uniform neutralizing background. In the 
stellar dynamical case, A : = 4rrgm, where g is the gravitational constant 
and m is the mass of a stellar particle. A discussion of the parameters j and 
0 can be found in [2,3]. 
The existence of classical solutions to Vlasov-Poisson-Fokker-Planck 
models was studied in [4, 133. In [4], P. Degond examined a type of 
Vlasov-Fokker-Planck model, which had a diffusion term without 
dynamical friction. He employed deterministic methods to study classical 
solvability of ( 1.1 )( 1.4) for N d 2. Degond’s techniques used a result of 
J. Lions [ 111 to study weak solvability of the linear problem (associated 
with each iterate approximate) in a L2-setting. With enough smoothness 
imposed on the data, these weak solutions to the sequence of linear 
problems were shown to converge to a weak solution of the nonlinear 
problem. This solution could be regularized to lie in a suitable Sobolev 
space containing candidates for classical solutions. This regularization 
could be carried out, however, for all time only when N = 1 or 2. 
The existence of classical solutions to the model discussed above with 
general data was addressed by H. D. Victory, Jr. and B. P. O’Dwyer in 
[ 131. This work, however, delves into the question of global existence of 
weak solutions (l.l)-(1.4). At this point, it is appropriate to point out 
that weak solvability of kinetic models has been studied by R. DiPerna 
and P. L. Lions in [S], where global existence of weak solutions was 
announced for the Boltzmann equation under general assumptions on the 
collision operators and initial conditions. In the same work the authors 
indicated how the Fokker-Planck cases can be treated. 
In our work, we consider a “mollified” or modified equation. 
which results from (1.2) by mollifying the Poisson kernel, 
(-i/~~(N-2)) IxJ-(~-~) in a d-neighborhood of the origin. Weak 
solvability of the system (1.1 )-( 1.4) is defined in a manner similar to that 
of P. Lax for hyperbolic conservation laws [lo]. We show, by using the 
techniques in [ 133, that for any 6 > 0, the mollified problem has a unique 
weak solution f”( t, x, a) under rather general conditions imposed on Jb. 
Conservation of mass or charge holds for these approximates. This 
property allows us to view f”(t, x, u) as the density or distribution of 
associated probability measures defined on the Bore1 sets of IWN x IWN. The 
global (in time) existence of a weak solution of (1 .l )-( 1.4) is then shown 
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by letting S -+ 0 and using compactness arguments. These arguments are 
effected by using Prohorov’s Theorem [ 1 ] characterizing weakly compact 
sets of probability measures. A crucial step in these arguments is the 
supposition that the kinetic energies 
remain bounded for all t, uniformly in 6. This is always true, as we shall 
see, in the plasma physical case with arbitrary data, but only for Nd 3 in 
the stellar dynamical case. Global existence of weak solutions for the stellar 
dynamical models with N> 3 is, in general, not present for arbitrary data, 
as a counterexample will show. 
In Section II, we present the needed notation and results for the mollified 
version of (l.l)-( 1.4). In Section III, assuming boundedness of the kinetic 
energies for any arbitrarily bounded time interval, we show the existence of 
a sequence 6, -+ 0 such that the measures, py’, given by 
p;“‘(W) : = fg j- fsn(t, x, v) dv dx, (1.5) 
converge weakly to a limit measure pt for all t. We prove that this limiting 
measure possesses a density f(t, ., . ), which we show is a weak solution of 
(1.1~( 1.4) in Section IV. The last section contains some results for the 
stellar dynamical case. At this point, we remark that our analysis is an 
extension of that by R. Illner and H. Neunzert [9] for collisionless models 
to plasmas with collisional effects included via the Fokker-Planck term 
and the dynamical friction term. 
II. RESULTS FOR MOLLIFIED PROBLEMS 
In this section, we define some notation and concepts from measure 
theory which will determine the context of our weak formulation of 
(l.lk( 1.4). We first start with basic notation. A point in phase space IW2N 
is denoted by P= (x, u), x E W”, u E KY”. The Euclidean norm on IWN and 
(W2N is denoted by 1x1 or (uJ and by (PI, respectively. 
We let &B be the set of all finite Bore1 measures, defined on the Bore1 
subsets of R’“, with total variation equal to B. By Cb(lRZN) (or a,), we 
denote the Banach space of all continuous, bounded functions on [W2N 
under the supremum norm; by tT~(lR2”) (or 6;;) we denote the space of all 
n-times continuously differentiable functions with compact support. By 
Lm(lR2”) and L1(IWzN), we mean the Banach spaces of all essentially 
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bounded and absolutely integrable functions respectively on RZN, with 
norms denoted by llfll cDand llfll,, for an element $ 
We shall show the existence of a weak solution to (l.l)-( 1.4) as the limit 
of mollified solutionsf’ in a weak sense commonly occurring in probability 
theory. The following definition describes the relevant topology on JB: 
DEFINITION II. 1. A sequence {p,, :n E N } of measures pn E AB is said to 
converge weakly to p E Jz’~, p,, a p, if 
for all ~$EQ~ 
Remark. As is well known pL, --% p if, and only if, (2.1) holds for every 
4 ~6:. As every 4 ~6: can be approximated in the maximum norm by 
elements of (I;;, it follows that pn -5 p if (2.1) is true for every 4 E QZI(. 
DEFINITION 11.2. A set Y c &ZB is termed tight (straff) iffor any E > 0, 
there is a compact set Q c RZN such that, for all p E Y, 
p(Q)>B-E. 
Remark. Prohorov’s Theorem [ 1 ] characterizes relatively compact 
subsets of AB with respect to the topology described in Definition II.1 : 
A set YE AB is relatively compact if, and only if, it is tight. 
The following definition is needed to precisely describe the time 
dependence of weak solutions of ( 1.1 )-( 1.4): 
DEFINITION 11.3. The mapping t H ~,EJH*, tE [0, T], is weakly 
continuous if 
t-+ i i 4(x, 0) dpr(x, 0) IW’N (2.2) 
is continuous for any 4 E E6. Similarly, we say that a function 
f: [0, T] x lWZN + R is weakly continuous with respect to t E [0, T] if the 
corresponding measures pl, with densities f(t, ., .), are weakly continuous 
in t, i.e., the mapping 
t-+ s s &N*( ’t x, u) 4(x, u) du dx 
is continuous for any fj E ah. 
We are now in a position to state our concept of weak solvability of 
(l.l)-( 1.4): 
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DEFMITION IT.4. Let T>O be arbitrary but fixed. The function 
f: [0, r] x R2”’ --f R is termed a weak solution of (l.l)-( 1.4) if: 
(i) f( t, .) E L : ( RZN) (i.e., f is nonnegative for each t) and 
Ilf(~,~~~)Ill=llfolll (Conservation of mass or charge); 
(ii) for E(t, x) defined by 
E(t, x, := - hN JRN fi JRN [f(t, Y, u) - No(y, u)] dv dy 
(with 1 defined in the paragraph following condition (1.4)), and for all 
4 E a:( [0, T] x RZN), the equation 
+ (WC x) - Dv) .V,d(t, x o) - ad,&t, x, u) du dx dz 
I > 
x,~)~~(x,u)dudx=O (2.4) 
holds, where f. E L’(R2N) is the given initial electron distribution, and 
N, E LL(R2N) is the distribution of the fixed ion background. 
We now turn to an analysis of mollified problems. For this task we shall 
draw on results from [12, 131. In order to define the mollified version of 
(l.l)-(1.4), we let G(t) be any nonnegative function in the space G of 
testing functions of rapid descent. Then let w(x) be the inverse Fourier 
transform of 6, which we assume has L’-norm equal to unity, without loss 
of generality. Let b > 0 be arbitrary and define the mollifier 06: RN -+ R’ by 
aJ,(x,=‘w X 
hN 0 S’ (2.5) 
The mollified potential and field are generated by the kernels u6(x - v) and 
k,(x - y) defined respectively for any x E RN by 
-A 
Q(X) := (N-2)wN J RNlx-Yl- (N- 2, og(y) d  
and 
(2.7) 
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Our assumptions on the problem data f0 and N, are the following: 
(0 fo, W L”(R2N), 
(ii) s s IW2N w2+ I~12)J.l(~, u)dxdu< a, 
(iii) 5 5 IW*N (Ix12+lu~2)No(x,u)dudx<~. 
The mollified version of ( 1.1 )-( 1.4) is the following: 
Y" 
st(' t x,u)+u~V~f"(t,x,u)+(E6(t,~)-~u)~V~f6(t,~,u) 
= ~~f6(r,x,u)+a~~fd(t,x,o),(t,x,u)E(0, m) x RZN, 
with 
= -V,V( t, x), 
where U’(t, x) is the mollified potential given by 
The approximate distribution f6 at t = 0 is defined to be 
f6Lo=h. 
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(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
The actual mathematical analysis of the mollified problem will parallel 
that of the unmollified problem treated in [ 131. The appropriate equations 
for the various iterates to (2.11)-(2.14) will be the same as for the 
unmotlified version. in the next few paragraphs, we shall briefly summarize 
the proof of global existence of solutions to mollified Vlasov-Poisson- 
Fokker-Planck models, referring occasionally to the analysis in [ 133. 
In [ 131, the proof of existence of classical solutions to (l.l)-( 1.4) hinges 
crucially on obtaining a priori estimates on the various iterates of the elec- 
tric field, and on the spatial derivatives, on arbitrarily bounded time inter- 
vals. The failure to obtain such estimates for N 2 3 means that only local 
existence of classical solutions for arbitrary data in these spatial (or 
momentum) dimensions can be deduced. On the other hand, such 
estimates on the iterates of the underlying field E,6(r, x) are immediate for 
the mollified setting, since arbitrary derivatives of w,(x) in (2.5), and hence 
of u6(x) and k&(x) defined by (2.6) and (2.7), are uniformly bounded 
409, I hO!2- 16 
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on RN. Because of the mollification, we have EE(t, .) E cr([wN) for each 
TV (0, co) := R,. The next few paragraphs will indicate how these proper- 
ties of Ei imply the global existence, smoothness, and uniqueness of 
solutions to (2.11)-(2.14). 
The regularity of the fi(t, x, u) can be seen by the following argument. 
For n = 0, we have from (2.12) that Ei(t, x) is 6” in all arguments. Accor- 
dingly, the analysis in [ 13, Sect. II] indicates that the resulting linear equa- 
tion for the next iterate ff(t, x, U) possesses a nonnegative fundamental 
solution, denoted as rA,6(~, u, t, [, v, r); and the resultingfi(t, x, U) can be 
expressed via 
ff(t, x, v) =s I ag2N $dx, 0, t, t, v, O)fo(t, v) dtdo. (2.15) 
This representation enables us to conclude that ff(t, ., .) E &,“(IR*~) for 
each t > 0, and is, moreover, uniformly continuous in all variables for 
t g3 6, > 0, (x, u) E [W2? The analysis carried out in [13, Sect. II] shows that 
the solution f f is unique in the class of functions having the regularity 
features described above, and taking on the initial data fo(x, u) in both the 
L’(R2N)- and L”(R2N)-senses as t-+0+. 
Now defining Ef(t, x) by means ofSf(t, x, u), substituted forf”(t, x, u) in 
(2.12), we see that for each t 20, E$t, .)E(S~(!R~) and indeed is con- 
tinuous on [0, co). Hence, a fundamental solution for the equation deter- 
mining fi(t, x, u) exists and is nonnegative and f i( t, x, a) can be expressed 
by a formula similar to (2.15), which is a unique representation. The iterate 
f ,“( t, x, a) will possess the same regularity properties as f f(t, x, u) and takes 
the initial data in both the L’- and LOO-senses. 
These deliberations can be extended to the other iterates by means of the 
fundamental solution constructed with the previous iterate. We can justify 
moving derivatives with respect to x and u of arbitrary orders inside the 
integral defining f i( t, x, u), 
flk 4 Q) = I s IW2N &Ax, 0, t, 5, v, O)fo(t, v) & dv, (2.16) 
with the resulting integrals converging, since Ei _ r( t, .) E a?( R2N), and 
f 1 is nonnegative and continuous in t E [0, co). This implies that we 
can differentiate arbitrarily often with respect to t for t >O. All these 
observations manifest the fact that the Vlasov-Poisson-Fokker-Planck 
equation for each iterate is hypoelliptic, and the iterates thereof reside in 
CCF((O, 00) x R2N) (cf., e.g., [6]). 
The next stage is to show that { fE(t, ., .)} is a Cauchy sequence in 
L’(IW*j”) n Lao(RZN) for each t, and more precisely, that 
SUP Ilf&h ., +f:p,(? ., .)I1 -,o asn-rco, (2.17) 
O<?Gt 
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along with 
SUP llf$, ., +fl-,(L ., .)II, -+o asn+co. (2.18) 
O<r<t 
To show (2.17), we merely mimic the proof of Proposition III.3 of [ 131 for 
the exact problem. Then we may immediately deduce that 
sup llE~(~,.)-E~-,(7,.)II,-O asn+cc 
O<r<t 
which leads to (2.18) via [13, eq. (3.74)]. Lettingf”(t, ., .) denote the limit 
ofSf(t, ., .) in both the L,(R*“)- and L’(lRZN)-senses, we can immediately 
see that f”( t, ., .) 3 0 and that the dataf, are assumed as t -+ O+ in both the 
L’- and L”-senses. 
We now discuss regularity in t. More precisely, we show that 
f”: [O, T-j x UP is weakly continuous with respect to t in any closed and 
bounded subinterval of [w +. Toward this end, we observe that the following 
mapping 
t-r 5 5 4x3 0) fk x, 0) do d-x (2.19) p&N 
is continuous, t E [0, T], 4 E Q,,(IR*~). This is easy to see: for t 2 6, > 0, this 
is obvious by the inherent continuity of each iterate for t > 0; for I < 6,, the 
continuity results from the fact that the data are assumed in both the 
L’- and L”-senses. Because of the L’-convergence of the iterates ft(t, ., .) 
to f’(t, ., .) for each t, we have that 
l s W2N d(x, 0)f%, x, u) du dx +jR2,v j” 4(.x, u) f”(c -y, 0)du dx (2.X) 
pointwise in TV [0, r]. In order to show that the latter quantity is 
continuous in t, we need only show that the sequence 
‘z(f) = i*. (rlc t, x, II) r$(x, u) du dx 
is equicontinuous in t. We shall omit the proof of this result; it is a trivial 
adaptation of the proof of Lemma 111.3, which is provided in full detail as 
it underpins the convergence analysis as 6 -+ 0 +. In the mollified setting, 
though, the estimates do not have to be as delicate as those in Section III, 
since here we are concerned with a fixed 6 > 0. At this juncture, we deem 
it appropriate to remark that the limiting function f' is a weak solution of 
(2.11 t(2.14) in the sense of Lax. The proof of this fact also is a trivial 
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adaptation of the proof given in Theorem 2 for the limiting function of the 
f’(t, -, .) as 6 + 0. 
We are now in a position to provide the analogue of the “continuity 
equation” of Vlasov-Poisson transport. In order to derive this, we first 
note that each iterate j-f can be represented as in (2.16) in terms of the 
fundamental solution of (2.11) constructed with Ei_ i( 1, x). The representa- 
tion of fs in terms of a “continuity equation” then results from the 
convergence of the iterate approximates to the electric field and of their 
derivatives, i.e., 
and of 
SUP IlEk .)-E’(z, .)II, +O asn+co (2.21) 
O<T<f 
sup IKE%, .)-VxE;+i(r, .)Ilm,i +O asn+co (2.22) 
OSTCf 
(where the notation V,Et(t, x), and the matrix norm 11-11 oo,l, have been 
defined in [13, Sect. II]). The procedure in [ 13, Section II], or in [12], 
shows that the fundamental solution to (2.11) constructed with the limiting 
field E’(t, x), and denoted by T&x, u, t, 5, v, t), has the property that 
- ~;,s(x, 0, z, 5, v, O))fo(<, v) d5 dv 
I 
-+ 0. (2.23) 
m 
This follows from an easy Gronwall argument, applied to the following 
representation of (2.23), 
s s UP (ra,sk v, 1, 5, v, 0) -&b, 0, t, 5, v, O))fo(t, v) d5 dv
f = SJ’ 5 o R2N VJV x, 0, t, 5’3 v’, ~‘)CE%‘, t’) - Ef(t’, 5’11 
.s f lW2N r,,,Ct’, v’, r’, 5, 0, 0) fdt, v) & dv &’ dv’ dz’ 
I + ss s 0 FP V,,G&, v, 65’7 v’, ’) E$‘, 5’) 
.I J BP Cq?,,C~‘? v’, z’, 5v, 0) 
-I-;,d(t’,v’,~‘, 5,v,0))fo(S, v)d<dvd<‘dv’dt’. (2.24) 
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Here the function G,(x, u, t, c’, v’, 9) denotes the fundamental solution to 
the field-free v rsion of (2.11), and is given by 
G& 0, t, t, v, T) 
= 
[I 
N 
B exp(P(t - 7)) 
4no ev(W - ~1) - 1 
2B 
(,_r)-(ex~(B(r-r))-l)l 
8* I 
(~x-p~+u-v)’ 
4a(t-5) 
exp(P(t - 7)) - 1( x--5+- .exp - 
1’ 
(t-T) ‘iv +(v-vexp(/I(t--z)) > 
2 
4. ev(2BU-4)-l (ew(LW-T))- U2 
[ 1 ‘1 v - P2(t - t)
(2.25) 
By uniqueness of the limits, then, we have that 
f”( t,x, u) =s s IW2N r,,& v, t, 5, v, O)fo(t, v) &dv, t > 0. (2.26) 
Because of the existence of higher-order spatial and velocity derivatives of 
Es( t, x), t > 0, easily shown by standard arguments, and of the existence of 
arbitrary time derivatives, r > 0, the fundamental solution constructed with 
the limiting electric field will be arbitrarily differentiable with respect to 
t>O and (x,u)~lR 2N This means that f”(t, x, v), via its representation in . 
terms of a continuity equation, is likewise smooth for (x, u) E R2N, t > 0. We 
refer the reader to [ 121 or [13] for a more thorough discussion of these 
facts. Therefore, f”( t, ., . ) is de-facto a classical solution of (2.11) assuming 
its data in the L”- and L’-senses. The uniqueness of mollified solutions 
follows from a rather straightforward adaptation of the uniqueness proof 
for classical solutions to (l.l)-(1.4) (cf., e.g., [13, Theorem 111.31). 
The next few comments indicate how the mollified Vlasov-Poisson- 
Fokker-Planck dynamics preserves the finiteness of the initial kinetic 
energy and moment of inertia. In other words, we wish to conclude that 
i I ag2N (Ix12+Iv12)f~(f,~,v)dxdv~~ 
whenever f0 possesses this property. Toward this end, we can provide the 
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following estimate of f’(t, x, u) is terms of the solution to a field free 
problem with Cauchy data&,, 
< I f WZN G&, u,t, 4, v, O)fo(t, v) d5 dv 
+!. [“‘$ “‘I”’ &+ 1) 
. 
s 
’ [ sup I/E’@“, .)1/J’+’ (t--r’)-1’2 (+‘dt’ 
0 o< r”< T’ 
4 s [WZN Gg(w ~1, ~5, mv, 0) A,(& v) & dv, (2.27) 
where r here denotes the well-known Gamma function; M(a, & a) is a 
constant depending on the arguments indicated but independent of 6, and 
c1 is any number between 0 and 1. From this estimate it is clear that we 
must examine the quantity 
S,*hr, ")s,:,S ((~(‘+~u(~)G~(x,u,t,~,v,O)dxdud~dv. (2.28) 
A rather tedious computation yields that 
f f IW2N WI* + 14’) G,b, u,t,5, v, 0) dx du 
4atN 
=QF 
l-(1-e-P’) 2+(1-e~p’)2+(l+P2)e~2B’~(t) 
P > t2 t2 > 
+ <+!(l -e-@‘) 2+ lveUPt(* 
B 
7 (2.29) 
where 
C(t) := 
exp(2flt) - 1 
28 
t-(expBf-l12 
P’ . 
The desired result is immediate. 
We recall that the potential energy of the mollified system can be 
expressed in terms of a mollified potential by 
Y@(t) : = J’,,, j-s(x - Y) #(t, Y) #(t, xl dx dy, (2.30) 
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where 
(2.31) 
denotes the charge or mass density. We also define the kinetic energy of the 
mollified system by 
R@(t) := jRzk j (ulZf6(t, x, u) du dx, (2.32) 
and the moment of inertia by 
ha(t):= jR,,j 1~1~fd(t,x,u)dudx. (2.33) 
The smoothness and regularity of solutions to the mollified system 
(2.11~(2.14) allow us to rigorously justify the formal integration of (2.11) 
to obtain the following equations relating these quantities: 
$ %6’(t) + f R@(t) = -2/?R@(t) + 2Nc7 llfoll 1 (2.34 
d&(t) 
-=2jR~~~j(x4f”(t,x,u)dudx 
dt 
(2.35) 
d2hs(t) dhdt) 
---+’ dt dt2
-=2R@(t)+(N-2)r)@(t). (2.36) 
Because of the sign of ,I in (2.6) for the plasma physical setting, and 
because of the nonnegativity of the Fourier transform of w,(x), a simple 
Fourier transform argument enables us to deduce ug(x - y) is a positive 
definite kernel, and the bilinear form defining ‘@P(t) is nonnegative. 
Accordingly, we can immediately deduce from (2.34) that, for any dimen- 
sion N, 
A@(t) d 2No IlfollI t + R@(O) + P@(O) (2.37) 
which can be bounded on arbitrary time intervals independently of 6 owing 
to the integrability and boundedness off,. In the stellar dynamical setting, 
the potential energy is always negative, and we must employ subtle 
arguments, due to E. Horst [8], in order to prove (2.37) for N= 3. In the 
next few sections, we shall exploit (2.34)-(2.36) in order to produce a 
weakly convergent sequence f”‘( t, x, u) as 6, + 0 + . 
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III. CONVERGENCE OF SOLUTIONS TO MOLLIFIED PROBLEMS 
In this section, we exploit the uniform boundedness of the kinetic 
energies to deduce the existence of a sequence 6, + O+ such that the 
associated measures, pi”‘, given by 
p?‘(B) : = s, j-f’.@, x, u) dv dx, 
converges weakly to a limit measure p, for all t. We shall subsequently use 
some properties of the kernel - Aw&‘(x - y) IX - yl -N to show that the 
limiting measure ,u~ possesses a density which we show is a weak solution 
to (l.lk(1.4). 
The primary goal of this section is the proof of the following: 
THEOREM 1. Let f0 and No satisfy (2.8)-(2.10). Suppose that the kinetic 
energies 
RCP(t) := r,i,s lul’f’(t, x v)dvdx (3.1) 
associated with the solutions f6 of the mollified problems (2.11~(2.14) are 
untformly bounded on arbitrarily bounded time intervals, [0, T], T< co, with 
bounds independent of 6, but possibly depending on T. Then there is a 
sequence { 6, : n E RJ j,6, + 0 + such that the measures ur’, defined by (1.5), 
converge weakly to a measure ur E A%?~, B := 1) foil 1. The mapping from 
[0, T], T-K CC to A%?~, given by 
te CO, Tl + it, (3.2) 
is weakly continuous and ur is absolutely continuous with respect o the 
Lebesgue measure. 
We shall organize the proof in the form of lemmas, starting with the 
generation of a convergent sequence { pj”‘: 6, + 0 + >: 
LEMMA 111.1. The set of measures {uf : t E [0, T], 6 > 0} is tight in 
Jlc,, B := llfoll1. 
Proof The definition of B as I( foil i is easily deduced, and is a restate- 
ment of the conservation of mass or charge, 
a consequence of the underlying mollified problem (2.11 t(2.14). The proof 
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of the lemma uses properties of the moment of inertia. From (2.35) and an 
adroit use of the Schwarz Inequality, we can deduce that 
or that 
(3.3) 
Ih:(t)l d C(T) h;‘2(t), C(t) = 2[2Ncr llfoll1 t + R@(O) + q3.E”(0)]“*. 
We immediately deduce that 
(3.4 
&(t) < 2[2No IlfOllL t3+ (SW(O) + ‘p@(O)) t2 + k/(O)] := c,, (3.5) 
a constant independent of 6. 
This has the profound implication that the set 
(p~:s>O,tE[O, T]) 
is tight (straff) in A%‘~, and hence is relatively compact in AB, B = llfoll,. 
Let E>O be arbitrary and select R>O so large that CC,+ 2% llfOllI T+
‘p@(O) + R@(0)]/R2 <E. Now let K,,. = {(x, u): 1x1’ + (VI’ 6 R*}, and 
observe that 
R*P;@~~\K~,,J=R~ [R2-x,,, jf"U, x, v) dxdv 
6 s s iW2N (Ix12+ 14')fs(t, x, 0) dudx 
6 &(t) + 2fvo IlfJ, t + ww) + WO) 
6 CT+2Na ljfoll, T+'Q@(O)+RE(O)< eR2. (3.6) 
so 
P;(~2N\KN,R) < & 
for sufficiently arge R and all 6 > 0. The proof is complete, 
Let, now, 6, be any selected sequence of S’s such that 6, 10 for each t. 
Lemma III.1 allows us to utilize Prohorov’s Theorem to deduce the 
existence of a subsequence n,(t) such that 
ppn,cr, : = /p’)) w’p,EA~. (3.7 ) 
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If Y’ := {tY: v E N} denotes a countable dense subset of [O, T], then the 
Cantor Diagonalization Procedure assures us the existence of a monotone 
sequence again labeled as { 6, : n E N }, with ~5,~ JO such that 
(n) 
pt, “, /i,“EA& &,E.F’. (3.8) 
The task before us now is to show that this convergence is maintained for 
arbitrary t, and that the limiting measure is weakly continuous in t. A criti- 
cal step in this direction is the following lemma which indicates that the 
contributions to the mollified forces, from particles whose positions and 
momenta reside in any selected compacturn of RZN, remain bounded 
uniformly in 6,. More precisely, we have: 
LEMMA 111.2. Let Y c (WZN be compact, and define k, : = kd,, n E N. Then 
the quantities 
x,(&y):= j- Sk,,(x-y)f6.(t,x,u)dvdx (3.9) 
9 
are uniformly bounded with respect to ye IWN, t E [0, T], n E N, with bounds 
depending at most on the dimension N, but independent of 6,. 
Proof Let R > 0 be such that 
3 = {(x, 0): I4 GR, Iv1 GR). 
By the Fubini-Tonelli Theorem, 
Ix,(t, Y)I ds, j- Mx- v)l .t-% x, ~1 do dx 
IMx - y)l fsn(t, x, 0) du dx 
= 5 lk(x- y)l P% x1 dx, L-4 < R 
where 
pyt, x) := f’“(t, x, u) dv. 
(u:l~l<R} 
Now 
(3.10) 
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and hence 
We have, as a result, 
6 fi:+o,’ jRNlug,(z-y)I jRh I~-zl~‘~~‘)~~~(f,x)dx 
( 
dz 
< fi 121 u$ jRN lugn(z-y)l j lz-xl~.‘“~~“ls”n(r,X)d.x 
> 
dz. 
RN 
(3.11) 
From [S], we can estimate 
Iz-xl-‘N-L)p6n(~,x)dxII 
I: I, 
d C N+2 N,N-1,x1,---- 
N > 
sup jlp6qz, .)ll&--(N+2b’NZ 
OCT<f<T 
. sup 
OG?<! 
NI(N+Zl 
lul 2 f’“(t, x, v) du dx , Na 3. (3.13) 
Hence, we have the following 
sup 
OGT<!<T IV 
iRI/z-x~-(N-l)~dn(~,x)dx 
x 
<C N,N-l,c~, 
( 
$$ So, T) 
sup IIPyt, .)I\ L- ‘N+-2)!N2. 
O<T<fST 
(3.14) 
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We obtain the conclusion of the lemma by using the rather 
straightforward bound in (3.14), 
,<y~y< T IlPYt, -MI m d llfoll, eNB*mNN-‘RN. (3.15) 
. . . 
Here, we have used the fact that 06, E L’( RN), since o E 6. This completes 
the proof. 
LEMMA 111.3. Let 4 E (L#$ Then the set of functions, 
t + tin(t) := jRiN j 4(x, W% x, 0) dv dx (3.16) 
is equicontinuous on [0, T]. 
Proof. Consider the quantity 
@n(t) - J/n(s) = ,,, j 4(x, W-“‘(t, x, 0) -.I-%, xu)l du dx 
.V” f *“(T, x, v) + N/!yyz, x, v) 
+ ad, fhn(r, x, u)) 4(x, v) dv dx dz 
I 
= 
ss I Co -VAX, v) + (E%, x) - Pu) s w 
.V,&x, v) + ad,q5(x, u)] fdn(r, x, v) dv dx dt. 
Let now Y denote the support of 4 such that 
Y~{(x,v):Ixl~R,lvl~R}. 
Then we write 
Ii/,(t) - rc/n(s) = j’ j j Cu .VAx, 0) + (@CT, x) - 10) 
i’,l;(x, u) + adJ(x, v)] fsn(q x, u)] do dx d? 
G sup {CIVA-? u)12 + IV”~(X, ~)l’l”‘+ Id”& 41) 
(X,u)Eg t .(u s((1 +/?) IuJ +o)f6”(~,x, v)dudxdt s +3 f + Iss (Ean(r, x)1 fsn(,, x, u) du dx dr . s 9 > (3.18) 
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We estimate various terms in (3.18): we observe that 
f 
ill (( 1 + j?) JYJ + o)f”@, x, u) dv dx s Y 
d ((l+fl)R+o)Blt-Jl, 
and 
(3.19) 
I 
S!S (Ebf’(r, x)1 f6”(r, x, u) du dx d? .f Y 
k,,(x - y) pbn(z, y) dy f ‘,(z, x, v) dv dx dz 
Ik,(x - y)l fan@, x, u) du dx 
> 
.j+“(t, I’, v’) dv’ dy dr 
Ik,(x - y)l fsn(r, x, v) du dx 
> 
N,( y, v’) du’ dy dT 
G sup IS Ik,(x - Y)I .I-% x, 0) dv dx (r,?.)E[O,?-]xR~ 93 > 
. (IfoIl + IINOII,) If--l. 
Summarizing, we have 
Itin - \l/n(s)l 
G sup ~(lV.X&X~ v)12+ IV&, v)l*)“* + D,Q)(x, [,)I 1 
(X,U)EY 
i 
((l+P)Rfa)B 
-t 
( 
sup 1.r Ik,(x- y) If”“(t, x u) du dx (t. y)E [O, T] x R” 59 ! 
~(llfolll+ IINOIIlJ If-4 
I 
(3.20) 
The desired equicontinuity follows. 
It is well known that if the sequence of functions ($n: n E N} is equicon- 
tinuous on [0, T] and pointwise convergent on a dense subset thereof, 
then it converges uniformly on [0, T]. Since $,,(t) + fwzN f C&(X, ZJ) dpr(x, v) 
for t~5 then the preceding lemma assures us that Ii/,(t) = 
Se j 4(x, h 44”’ f-x, 0) converges uniformly on [0, T], if 4 E 6:. By 
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Prohorov’s Theorem, there is to each t $Y-‘, a subsequence nk and a 
measure ,u, E .&‘B such that 
(nk) Pt -A $l&EA~, tgsr. 
From the convergence of $,(t), we conclude 
To every t E [O, T], there is a fit E AB with 
i.e., ny’ * Pt. 
The function t + P,E .&ZB is weakly continuous. Let tk be an arbitrary 
sequence in [0, T], with limit t. As Ic/ := lim,, o. $, is continuous (as 
uniform limit of continuous functions), it follows that 
as k + co. Hence, ptk -S p,. 
We summarize the preceding remarks: 
COROLLARY. To euery t E [0, T], there is a pt E A+!~ so that 
The function 
(n) Pr A Pt. (3.21) 
t -+ PL,, tE CO, Tl, (3.22) 
is weakly continuous. 
It remains to prove the absolute continuity of ~1, E dB. It is not obvious 
that our limiting measure pr EJX~ possesses a density residing in 
J?,‘([W~~) n L”(R2N), even though it is the weak limit of measures py’ 
absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure. The existence 
of the density is fundamentally due to the behavior of mollified forces. 
More precisely, we have: 
LEMMA 111.4. The limiting measure p,, t E [O, T], is absolutely con- 
tinuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure, with a density residing in 
L’(RZN) n Lm(R2N). 
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Proof. For all BEE& we have 
We observe that 
/J s 
IW2H 4(x, ~1 &j”k ~1 6 llfoll 3ceNBr 1*,2N J Mx, u)l do dx 
= llfoll73 eNBr IM 1. (3.23) 
Hence, we obtain 
Ii J 
IW)N 4(x, 0) 44(x, u) G llfoll m eNB’ 111111, 4 E q, t E [O, 7-l. 
For each t, then, the functional #H~~~~~~(.x, u) dp,(x, u) is a positive, 
linear, and bounded functional on the dense subset 6; E L’( lR2N). It has a 
unique continuation as a positive and bounded functional on L’(R2N) with 
norm dominated by llfOll ~ eNg’. There is a f(t, ., .) E L”( RZN) with 
Ilf(c II Ill rn G lIfoll4, eNfir> 
such that 
for all c++ E 6:. It is clear that f(t, ., . ) b 0 a.e. 
We now proceed to show that f(t, ., .)E L1(RZN) also. Toward this end, 
we exploit the tightness property of the sequence {pi”‘: tE CO, T]), as 
described by Lemma 111.1. The following deliberations are reminiscent of 
arguments in the classical Vitali convergence theorem: Let E > 0 be given 
and select an R > 0 such that 
B--E< I ~(X.“lqxI*+lv1~~R~; s 
f ‘,( t, x, u ) dv dx, B:= Ilfoli, (3.251 
for 6,, 6, JO. Suppose d&(x, u) is a function, residing in CC;?, such that 
0 < 4’( x, u) < 1 and 
qqx, 0) : = 1, Ix\*+ lu)*<R’ 
0, (x12+l~(2>(R+~)2 
(3.26) 
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Then we observe that for all 6,, 6, JO, 
B--E< s I fsn( t, x, u) du dx {(x.u):lx12+ lIp~R2} 
< f s d&(x, u) fdn(t, x, u) du dx < B. lWZN (3.27) 
The weak convergence of the measures pUj”) implies that 
for all such 4”. The summability of f(t, ., .) follows and our limiting S is 
actually the density of pt. The weak continuity of f(t, ., .), in the sense of 
Definition 11.3, follows from that of CL,. This completes the proof. 
The conclusions of Lemmas 111.1-111.4 yield the proof of Theorem 1. 
IV. EXISTENCE OF WEAK SOLUTIONS FOR PLASMA PHYSICAL PROBLEMS 
In this section, we show that the density f( t, ., .) of the limiting measure 
p(, defined on Bore1 sets of R”“, is a weak solution of (l.lt(1.4) in the 
sense of Definition 11.4. Our existence theorem is the following: 
THEOREM 2. Suppose the assumptions on fO, as stipulated inTheorem 1, 
hold. Then the densities f(t, ., .) of the measures pt, t E [0, T], constitute a 
weak solution of (1.1~(1.4). 
ProoJ: We must verify items (i) and (ii) of Definition 11.4. Certainly, 
item (i) is clear according to the concluding paragraphs of Lemma 111.4. 
For showing item (ii), we know that indeed f ‘.(t, . .) is a weak solution of 
the mollified problem (2.11)-(2.14) with mollification parameter 6,, since it 
is a classical solution for t > 0. For arbitrary 4 E 6:( [0, T] x R2N), then, we 
have 
T i(J s.P(t, x, 0) 0 FP L $ (t, x, 0) + u -V,d(t, x, 0) 
+ (ESn(t, x)-flu) .VJ(t, x, u) - aA,q5(t, x, u) 1 > du dx dt 
+ s,2N s &09 x, u) fo(x, u) du dx = 0. (4.1) 
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It behooves us to show that all terms depending on n, or on 6,,, converge 
as n + co to the corresponding terms in (2.4). 
We first consider 
Y(t,x,u):= ~(t,x,u)+u-V,~(I,.~,u) 
-po.v,(Qt, x, u)-cTd,.qqt, x, u). (4.2) 
From the properties of 4, we have the existence of R > 0 such that 
Y(t, x, u) = 0 if Ix\‘+ lu12 > R2, t E [0, T]. Clearly I’(t, x, v) E 6:( [0, T] x 
RZN), and Y(t, ., .)E&:. The fact that 
implies by definition 
s i‘ ,fhn( t, x, u) Y( t, x, u) du dx + @~ s 5 lW2N f(t, .Y, 0) r(t, .Y, u) du dx (4.3) 
for each t E [0, r]. Because 
lj f6n(t, x, 0) Y(t, x, 0) du dx < llfoll, SUP II Y(c .> .)I1 r 9 (4.4) @N IE ro.ri 
we can exploit the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem to assert that 
x, u) Y(r, x, u) du dx dl 
(4.5) 
We next must investigate the convergence of 
T 
II I Ehn(t, x).V&(t, x, u) f6”(t, x, a) du dx dt. 0 R2N
Toward this end, we consider the sequence of functions 
E,(t):= j~~~jE6n(~,~)~V,)(t,~,u)f”n(r,x,u)d~dx, (4.6) 
and note that Z,(t) can be decomposed as 
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= f@.f (f@. k,(x-y)V”~(t,x,u)f”n(t,y,w)dwdy f6wv)d~dX ) 
-s,:,f (fJ k,(x-y).V,~(t,x,u)No(y,w)dwdy f”“(t,wWdx > 
= f f lWZN Cf”“(t,Y,w)-No(y,w)lf~~~J‘k.(x--y) 
. V,d( t, x, u) fsn( t, x, u) du dx dw dy (4.7) 
In order to examine the convergence of Sri(t) more easily, we let [,,( t, v) 
denote the inner integral, namely, 
i,(t, y) = j,,, jk,b - Y) .V,+(t, x, u) f% x, 0) du dx. (4.8) 
We first observe that { (,(t, y): n E N > is uniformly bounded on 
[0, T] x RN. This is due to the fact that V,@(t, x, u) = 0 for all t E [0, T] 
and all x and u residing outside a ball of some radius R. We estimate 
lin(t, Y)l G SUP llV,&t, ., . )” m I”,,,“, f Ik,b - Y)I f%, x, u) du dx, IE CO,Tl 
(4.9) 
where supp V,d denotes the support of V,d in R2”‘. Hence, [,(t, y) is 
uniformly bounded in n, t, and y for fixed 4 E a:( [O, T] x RzN) because of 
Lemma 111.2. 
We can actually say more: [,(t, y) is uniformly convergent on 
[0, T] x RN. Let E > 0 be given. We observe the following: 
(A) There is an R, > 0 such that 
k,(x - y) .V,d(t, x, u)fsn(t, X, U) dx 
Ix-.vl<.Qd 
(4.10) 
for all t E [O, T], y E RN, and all n. To see this, note that 
If (I 
k,(x - Y) VA6 x, u) fsn( t, x, u) dx du 
RN {x:ly--xl<d] > I 
G sup IlV,4(t, ., 
*)“m !-{.x:,x-y,<d: 
Ik,(x - y)l i+(t, x) dx, (4.11) 
co. Tl 
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where P”“(t, X) is given by 
pqt, x) := j fsn(t, x, v) dv 
L’~ supp v&d 
(4.12) 
with v-suppV,4 denoting the velocity support of V,#. The expression 
(4.11) can be bounded by 
d sup IlV”4(G .Y .)I1 oc sup IlPk .)II J;: j lk(5)l &. (4.13) 
CO. Tl CO 7.1 (<.I:1 Sd; 
The conclusion of observation (A) will be effected if we can show that 
IxIN-’ [k,(x)\ is uniformly bounded. Toward this end, we note that 
IxlN-’ Ik,(x)l <s, IxIN-’ ~~-y~-‘~~‘+o(s)~ & Ndy 
G s RN 
[l~--yl+lyl]~-~ Ix-yl-‘“-“co 5 Sp”dy 
0 
= ;g; (“j-l) J~--y(-~+j+~ ,ylN-‘-‘CN Ica( dy. (4.14) 
We need to estimate, then, convolution integrals of the form, 
with j< N- 1. 
(For j = N - 1, we have merely ]I o II 1). The general case will follow from a 
lemma by E. Horst [7, p. 2331. To apply this lemma, we let u = N- (j+ l), 
p~(1, co], qE[l, m), withp>N/(j+l)>q. We have that 
IA I 1 
(1 i14 
F”qdy , (4.15) 
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where 
nJw-w-l+l/q, l-l=l-(N-j-l)/N-l/p 
l/q - l/P l/q- UP ’ 
and C(N, j, p, q) is a universal constant depending at most on the 
indicated parameters. An elementary but tedious calculation shows that 
s Iw”Ix-Yl- (N-ll)+jJylN-(j+l)gN o 5 dy I 01 
UP 
G WY j, P, 4) 
[ 
/RN lylp(N--j--l~l p(Y)l dl] 
.[I 1 
(1 ~ i.)/q @ lyl q(N--j- I) lo”( y)ldy ) (4.16) 
and observation (A) results owing to the fact that w is a testing function 
of rapid descent. A similar analysis shows observation (A) true for the 
limiting case when k,(x- y) is replaced by (x-y) Ix- yJ PN. 
(B) Let us fix y for the moment. Then we note that the mappings 
xHk(x-Y) 
are continuous in {x: Ix- yl > d}, and an easy manipulation of 
the convolution integral defining k,(x) in (2.7) indicates that 
(k,(x-y)+h,’ (x-y) Ix- y( PNI -+O uniformly for all (x, y) with 
Jx - yl Z d. For each t, then, the functions 
(X,u)Hk,(X-Y)~V”~(t,x, 0) 
are of class C%g on the domain {x: (x - y( 2 d} x RN, and these converge 
uniformly to 
-;lo,‘(x- y) lx- yJ-N.V”d(t,X, 0). 
This convergence is uniform with respect to t and y also, since for given 
q > 0, the corresponding v = M, depends only on q and the selection of 
$?5 E a;( [O, T] x RN x RN). 
Since py’* ,u,, we have for any q5 E ai, 
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uniformly in t, because of Lemma 111.3. An easy density argument shows 
this true for any 4 E Ct and when RZN is replaced by {x: /X - yl b d} x R”. 
Therefore, there is an MO(s) independent of y and t such that 
‘v&t, x, v) dv dx <E 
for all n B MO(s). 
Since [,(t, y) is continuous in t and y for every n, then so is ((t, y), 
where 
[(t, y):= - io,’ I l (~-~)/~--2’1-~~.V~,~(t,~,v)f(t,x,v)dudx. @N 
Therefore, since IIi,(t, .) - [(t, .)I1 m -+ 0 as n + a (or a,, -+ 0) uniformly in 
t, we obtain the result that 
i I Cfdnk Y, 0) - N,(Y, ~11 i,(t, y) do 4 iw2,,, 
4 i [If(t, Y 0) - N,(Y, ~11 it& Y) dv 4 @ 
uniformly in ?E [0, T]. Thus 
T 
JJ s Cfsn(t, Y 0) - No(.v, v)l i,(t, .Y) dv dy dt 0 &N 
T 4.i s IX6 Y, 0) -Nob u)l i(f, 4)) do 4 & 0 IW2N 
as 6, -+ 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
V. REMARKS ON STELLAR DYNAMICAL MODELS 
In the preceding section, we have seen that for plasma physical models, 
we have the existence of global weak solutions satisfying (1.1) in the sense 
of Definition 11.4. This is fundamentally due to the fact that the kinetic 
energies possess a bound independent of the mollification parameter 6, but 
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possibly depending on the time interval selected. This will not be the case 
for the stellar dynamical setting, since the potential energies here constitute 
a negative definite quadratic form, owing to the presence of positive A. 
We proceed to supply an example which shows that only local existence 
of weak solutions for N> 4 can only be guaranteed for stellar dynamical- 
type cases. For our initial data we select 
fo(x, v) = ynPNexp( - lx12 - Ivl’). (5.1) 
The theory developed in [13] assures us of the local existence of classical 
solutions to (l.lt(1.4). With the data in (5.1), we show that there is a time 
T when both classical solutions and weak solutions fail to exist. As we shall 
see, the distribution evolves into a measure which will not be absolutely 
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure, and hence Definition II.4 
(i) is violated. At this juncture, we remind the reader that E(t) : = 
M(t) + ‘i%(t), with h(t) given by (2.33). 
Toward proving these remarks, we first note that for&(x, v) in (5.1) 
.[ vexp(- lv12)dx=0. (5.2) 
RN 
The parameter y is at our disposal to choose. Let us now select T at the 
outset. Then, from (2.36), we note that for 0 < t < T, 
dh 
-<eeB’$(0)+2J’ep 
dt 
B+s)[2Nc7 11 foil, s+ E(O)] ds 
0 
+(N-4)j:e -p”-s)~G(s) ds 
=e -$(0)+4NcJ [/fOIlI [8’- y?‘] 
+i(l-ePP’)(RE(0)+!JK%(O)) 
+(N-4)[:e -fi(f-s)f@E(s) ds. (5.3) 
Integrating once more, we obtain 
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h(t)<h(O)+4Ab llfolll 
L 
B’t2-2fl;;32-2e--nj 
+2(flt- I +e-“‘) 
P’ 
(WO) + ww)) 
+(N--4)~~J~e -B(r- “‘CpE(s) ds dz 
G W) + 4NcJ l1foll I 
[ 
f12t2-2/?t+2-2e-P’ 
v3 1 
+ 3 (fit - 1 + eCB’)(QE(0) + ‘p@(O)). (5.4) 
With the data so specified, we have for arbitrary t E [0, r], 
h(r)<y;+2ivq 
i 
j2t2 - 2/?t + 2 - 2e- O’ 
P” I 
+YNj?t- 1 +ee8’) 2 
P’ 
-p-l+e-~‘)o (;y2)nN 
N 
(5.5 
with I > 0. Observe that this is a pointwise estimate for each t E [0, T]. A 
time 1 = T, we have then 
+YN (BT- 1 -I- eesr) 2(bT-- 1 + e-br) 
,+2 
iJ* - p* o,(N-2) nN 
Now choose y so large and positive that the right-hand side is negative. 
This is always possible for arbitrary, but fixed T, since the potential energy 
at t = 0 is quadratic in y. With such a value of y, depending on T, we see 
that h will become negative for a finite terminal time T. The distribution 
At, *1 - ) has then failed to exist as an L1(RzN) function, and has possibly 
evolved into a Bore1 measure which is not absolutely continuous with 
respect to the Lebesgue measure. For any T, there is a multiple of a 
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Maxwellian-type initial distribution for which the Liouville-Newton- 
Fokker-Planck dynamics will lead to gravitational collapse. 
But does this happens for N = 3? In other words, can we show that the 
kinetic energies remain uniformly bounded in the mollification parameter 
on arbitrary time intervals? An argument by E. Horst [S], adapted to our 
setting, will show this true for arbitrary data for N= 3, but for data 
suitably “small” for N>4. We take as our mollified potential 
(5.7) 
The analysis by E. Horst employs a Sobolev estimate to show that the 
potential energy for each value of 6 is dominated by a multiple of the 
square root of the associated kinetic energy. An easy generalization of 
Horst’s arguments will indicate that the family of kinetic energies, N = 3, 
possesses the following bound for each t: 
OG 2(fi@“(t))“’ G c3 llfoll~ ll.M Y” exp(Bt) 
+ JC llfoll~3 llhll i/3 exp(W) + 4WW + Wf W)) -t 24a llhll ,t, 
(5.8) 
where 
(5.9) 
and {‘$X”(O), 6 $ 0} is uniformly bounded in 6 as seen by the form of the 
mollified potential in (5.7). For N = 4, on the other hand, the Horst 
estimates yield the following 
R@(t) 
G (8~ llhllI t + 7-W)) + ~@YO))/(l- CA llfoll Z” llfoll ii2exp 2bt) (5.10) 
with 
(5.11) 
Expression (5.10) imposes a condition of smallness on the initial data, once 
a time interval has been selected, in order to guarantee a uniform bound 
on the family of kinetic energies. The analysis for N 2 5 is similar. We have, 
then, the following fundamental existence result for stellar dynamical 
models. 
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THEOREM 3 (Existence for Stellar Dynamical Models). A necessary and 
sufficient condition for the existence of global weak solutions to the 
Liouville-Newton-Poisson-Fokker-Planck system ( 1.1 )-( 1.4), with f&x, v) 
satisfying the conditions in (2.8)-(2.10) and N,(x, v) z 0, is that the spatial 
or momentum dimension be less than or equal to 3. 
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